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Planning for  Increased Risk  and Uncertainty  in  2021

There is no doubt that 2020 tested the mindset of the most fervent optimist !  

The challenges created by the global pandemic , project shutdowns and ensuing

economic recession are almost too numerous to mention .  Despite all of the

issues , 2020 served to prove the true resiliency of the construction industry .

Most contractors entered the year with healthy backlogs and expectations for

continued growth . The sudden downturn quickly changed this outlook and

required firms to quickly adapt . Fortunately , construction was deemed essential

business in most jurisdictions allowing critical infrastructure and building

projects to proceed , albeit with greater safety procedures in place . The CARES

Act / PPP loans helped qualifying contractors weather the storm from a liquidity

and resource retention standpoint . Moreover , best in class contractors took agile

and proactive measures to right-size their company to align with recalibrated

backlog , revenue , and profitability levels . These positive dynamics led to better

than expected results for the construction and surety industries in 2020 .

The 2021 outlook for the construction industry is less positive . The economic

pause in Q2 2020 resulted in timeline delays and project viability concerns of a

significant pipeline of work – both public and private . As a consequence , these

delays and cancellations contributed to total construction starts decreasing

roughly 10% YOY per Dodge . Equally impactful is the disappointing drop in the

Architecture Billing Index to 42 .6 for the month of December . These lagging

indicators will translate into less availability of work and inevitably longer bid

lists . The economic downturn will make it more difficult to replenish declining

backlogs .  This dynamic historically leads to more aggressive behavior in

acquiring new work . Contractors may consider new project opportunities that

previously would not have received the go/no-go green light (new geography ,

owner , market segment , contract procurement method , record job size , etc .) .

Quantifying these additional risks and achieving acceptable risk/reward in a more

competitive environment is extremely complex . Don ’t hesitate to lean on your

surety advisory team to help with these strategic decisions .

The longer-term outlook is more favorable with a pending infrastructure bill

hopefully providing a much-needed boost in late 2021 and beyond . Moreover , the

emphasis on clean energy and sustainable cities is expected to stimulate

continued investment from the private sector . Like all cycles , there will be

winners and losers depending on the construction sector relied upon to drive

your business .
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Q3 2020 represents the third consecutive quarter with increased loss ratio ,

and the highest loss ratio for any quarter since 2012 . 

Despite the expectation for another highly profitable year in 2020 (using

general industry breakeven loss ratio of +/- 40%), we anticipate trend #1 to

continue through at least Q2 2021 .

As we ’ve mentioned in prior updates , we expect that YE 2020 will represent

the first industry contraction since 2012 .

Numerous major sureties are building in IBNR loss contingency to their results

based on the expectation for increased loss activity over the next 12-24

months .

Recent surety reinsurance renewals reflect a tightening in reinsurance

support , meaning sureties will need to retain greater risk to support existing

portfolios . This could manifest some level of re-underwriting for those sureties

with a heavier reliance on reinsurance .

Surety Industry Results and Trends: The attached SFAA Q3 2020 results reflect

surety industry premiums remaining flat YOY ($5 .22 billion), with direct losses

incurred creeping up to 22 .3% (increased 5 .6% YOY). Below are some noteworthy

trends that confirm the surety market is firming up , following a 15-year run of

significant profitability , new entrants/capital , and extremely soft terms and

conditions : 

 

There is little doubt that the pandemic-induced recession has created questions

and concerns for both contractors and sureties .  The stakes are higher in

economic downturns . Remember , your surety partners are aligned with a vested

interest to see you succeed . Leverage the expertise , data , and peer benchmarking

analysis to help manage the heightened economic , market , and project risks that

have become the new normal .

For a more detailed discussion regarding the challenges ahead , we encourage

you to join us on February 3rd at 11:00 am for our Webinar titled Contractor
Executive Webinar: Planning for Increased Risk and Uncertainty in 2021.

Please let us know if you have any questions or if you need us to resend the invite .
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